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Inflow turbulence
Why is it important?
• Load calculation and validation
• Turbine control
• Power curves
Østerild Test Station, Denmark
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Inflow turbulence
Why is it important?
• Load calculation and validation
• Turbine control
• Power curves
P. Milan et al (Oldenburg)
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Spinner lidar scanning pattern
The spinner lidar consists of a
continuous-wave focussed Doppler
lidar and two rotating prisms to
steer the beam over a cone with
half-opening angle of 30◦ .
Spinnerlidar pattern: 400 points
measured every two seconds.
Measurement directions
n = n(θ, φ)
Line-of-sight or radial velocities
vr = n · u
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Spinner lidar scanning pattern
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Two ways of getting turbulence statistics
from WindScanner data
Standard way
• For every → (u, v ,w)
• Then calculate
R =
 σ2u 〈uv〉 〈uw〉〈vu〉 σ2v 〈vw〉
〈wu〉 〈wv〉 σ2w
 .
Disadvantage: Filtering and
cross-contamination alters the values
with difficult to estimate amounts.
Proposed new way
• Estimate los variance σ2vr without bias
from average Doppler spectra
• Calculate Reynolds stresses by least
squares fit to all beam variances
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From line-of-sight statistics to component statistics
The mean wind vector
Find U = (U,V ,W ) that minimizes the sum of squared differences:
∆2 =
∫
(n ·U− vr )2 dµ⇒
∂∆2
∂Ui
= 2
∫
(n ·U− vr )nidµ = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 .
Expanding the integral and isolating U we get
Ui =
(
M−1
)
ij
∫
urnjdµ where Mij =
∫
ninjdµ .
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From line-of-sight statistics to component statistics
The Reynolds stress tensor Rij ≡ 〈uiuj〉
∆2 =
∫ (
n · Rn− σ2vr
)2
dµ
Again, demanding that the derivatives of the unknowns should be zero
∂∆2
∂Rij
= 0⇒
∫ (
n · Rn− σ2vr
)
ninjdµ = 0 .
This can be written as
Rkl
∫
nknlninjdµ =
∫
σ2vrninjdµ,
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Test of the method in simulation
based on the Mann model
• Generate 3D fields
• Analyze fields in two ways:
1. Sample along a line like a sonic
2. Sample like the SpinnerLidar
• Calculate the mean and the standard
deviation of all terms of the Reynolds
stress tensor
Uncertainty of statistics including u similar
to sonic, otherwise larger.
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Simulated measurements in Mann turbulence, 30 min, U = 10 m/s
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Obtaining Reynolds stresses in the field
test site at DTU Wind Energy Risø campus
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• Scan pattern 1D upstream of Vestas V52 rotor
• 72 m mast 120 m (= 2.5D) west of turbine
• Ultra-sonic anemometers and cups at 18, 31,
44 (hub height) , 57, and 70 m
• Wind vane at 41 m, Risø absolute temperature
sensors at 18 and 70 m, pressure, precipitation
and relative humidity at 2 m
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Experimental results
Data selection
• Five months
• Uhub > 3 m/s, wind direction
and yaw within ±30◦ of
mast-turbine line
• Turbine and lidar running
• 746 30-min periods in total
Measured Reynolds stresses, hub height sonic
compared to SpinnerLidar
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Conclusion
• Lidar always measures upwind allowing for faster load validation
• Nearly unbiased Reynolds stresses derived with few assumptions. Neither possible
with beams on a cone, nor with less than six beams.
• Method gives σu with slightly less uncertainty than the sonic. Other components
have larger uncertainty.
• Method does not give length scale and does not work in wake situations
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